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Now, an Epic sewing
machine for quilters and sewers!
There are no limits to your larger
than life projects, quilts, home dec
projects or fashion. The new EPIC
980Q is a sewing machine with all
the features of the EPIC embroidery/
sewing machine; exclusive sewing
advisor, interactive tutorials, exclusive stitch techniques and a complete user’s guide in the machine.
With a large sewing area, there
is more than 12 X 5½” (310 X
140mm) work area from the needle
to the tower. The design of the
sewing head gives great visibility

when sewing. The taller needle area height, 3” (77mm), for easier access, allows your hand to fit easily
into the needle area when changing presser foot or needle.
A fully automatic needle threader makes it easy to thread your needle, with one touch of a button
your needle is threaded and you’re
ready to sew. Add a larger illuminated work area with especially developed lighting designed to give
exceptional even light across your
entire work area. Developed by optronic experts, the revolutionary
LED technology and light enables
you to see fabric and stitches in true
color and without shadows.
The deLUXE™ STITCH SYSTEM
means less time and effort spent on
machine adjustments with
high quality results regardless of
fabric and thread type. Perfect for
metallic, sliver or other specialty
threads. Gorgeous stitch results are
on both sides of the fabric.
With 155 different stitches including dimensional stitches and
theme stitches, as well as the 4-way
and 8-way stitches, your creativity
can soar!

Like and Share
us on Facebook
at:
Abbey Sewing
Centers
Special points of
Interest:
•

We do repairs on
all brands of sewing machines.
Our repairman
picks up the machines from each
store on certain
days. Check with
your store for
pickup days and
the price of the
cleaning and service.
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Koala Cabinets
Looking for a sewing cabinet to complete your
sewing room? From the height of the table, to
the amount of workspace, to the finish and the
features available, each Koala Studio is a reflection of you!
All Koala Studios are assembled by American
Craftsmen in the USA. They are beautiful in
their design and appearance and are built with
The Slimline Artisan
the best materials and utmost care, offering a
lifetime of enjoyment. A Lifetime Warranty protects your cabinet against manufacturer defects in workmanship and is the Koala promise of quality and responsibility. The
location of Koala’s American factory and superior design enable components of the
Studio to be repaired or have a component replaced in case of damage, restoring the
Studio to its original condition.
Koala Studios are available in eight elegant finishes
and will enhance any decor. Each studio is finished in
the same rich veneer and color inside and out and top
to bottom, making it as beautiful opened as it is closed.
The veneer is applied through an advanced process
called thermo-forming, which encapsulates the entire
board and eliminates the need for edge banding. The
finish is a thick vinyl veneer that is hard-wearing,
scratch-resistant, water-resistant, and easy to clean.
Koala Studios provide flexibility to minimize or maximize the Studio’s designated space
by using or removing the Multifunctional Bi-Fold Doors, If space is minimal, the doors
can be folded flush to the sides of the Studio, or the doors can be easily removed. If
room permits, usable surface space or storage can be added to the left or right by attaching Notion and Fabric Palettes to the weight-bearing doors. The Palettes can be
positioned with a 270-degree radius, providing usable surface areas where needed to
support a variety of projects. All studios are designed to pair together and if needed,
the Bi-Fold Doors can be removed and stored. A custom matching machine insert allows the Studio to be used by any brand or model of machine and enables the fabric
to glide over the Studio surface.
The surface and storage areas of your Studio can be maximized with an outback leaf
extension, outback shelves and storage boxes. The possibilities are endless!
Brochures are available or make an appointment to come by the Mega Education
Center where we have cabinets set up! These are beautiful pieces!

Coming Attractions
We don’t have anything scheduled for this
year. But we will!!
So here are some pictures from past events!
Anita Goodesign Embroidery Party

Club Ed with Deb Jones

Show and Tell at
our Edwardsville
Store duirng Viking Club!

Did you know?
Abbey Sewing Centers

‡

We carry Pfaff sewing machines. Different models are available at different stores. We had the
new Creative Icon in December for a brief second. If you are interested in the Creative Icon or
any of the Pfaff’s please let us know and we will
get prices and information for you!

‡

Interested in a new sewing cabinet.? Do you
want to do a sewing studio? We are now a Koala
Studio dealer. With 8 different finishes and a
wide variety of cabinets, drawers, shelves and organizational tools, you can design the sewing
room of your dreams! Come by the store for
more information!

‡

Do you have any photographs of your projects or of
our classes? Please send them to abbey1sew@sbcglobal.net. We will post them on Facebook and on Abbey Sewing Centers’ web site. We
love your Show and Tell, so please share!!

Where customers are treated
like old friends.”
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Abbey Sewing Centers now
has a dot.com!
You can reach our site by typing:
Abbey Sewing Centers.com or
by e mail at:
Abbey1sew@sbcglobal.net

